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WELCOME ON BOARD

THE 2018 MONACO YACHT SUMMIT
This new edition of the Monaco Yacht Summit is exclusively dedicated to you,
potential future owners, charterers and /or Family Office representatives. Now in
its third year, it has established itself as a key event to enter or understand better
the world of yachting.
• ENJOY face to face meetings hosted by reputable speakers.
• DISCUSS current superyacht industry topics and trends.
• RECEIVE unbiased insights from industry experts.
• MEET industry professionals, yacht owners and your peers.
This exclusive event is organised by the Monaco Yacht Show in collaboration with the
2018 Monaco Yacht Summit sponsors: the Monaco Convention Bureau, the Monaco
Economic Board, Priva, Red Sea Collection, T.Fotiadis and Yacht Investor Media Group.

Welcome to the 2018 Monaco Yacht Summit!
Gaelle Tallarida,
Managing Director
Monaco Yacht Show
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PROGRAM OF THE
2018 MONACO YACHT SUMMIT
TUESDAY 25 SEPTEMBER 2018
WELCOME
12pm > 1.30pm

Registration and buffet lunch.
For security purposes, only pre-registered guests can be admitted.

1.30pm > 1.45pm

Introduction: Mrs Gaëlle Tallarida, Managing Director of the Monaco Yacht Show.
M. Michel Dotta, Chairman of the Monaco Economic Board.

PANEL DISCUSSIONS
The panels will be moderated by Charles Dence, Presentation of the speakers by Charles Dence,
a specialist consultant for the superyacht industry*.
2.00pm > 2.40pm MYTH BUSTING
		
Challenging assumptions and addressing common misconceptions about
		
the charter, purchase, building, ownership and operation of superyachts.
		Speakers: Jaqueline Lyne, Dirk de Jong, Richard Lambert.
2.50pm > 3.30pm EXPERIENCE & EXPLORATION
		
From the Mediterranean to further afield, investigating destinations and
		
activities that yachting enables clients to access and enjoy.
		Speakers: Fiona Maureso, Captain Richard Bridge,
		
Geordie Mackay-Lewis, Farouk Nefzi.
3.40pm > 4.20pm CASE STUDY FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY
		
Using the case study of a recent new build project to highlight the yacht 		
		
design and construction process from initial inspiration to completion.
		Speakers: Mark Cavendish, Jim Evans, Ben Harrison, Stuart King.
4.30pm > 5.10pm OWNER INTERVIEW
		
Yacht designer Espen Oeino and a superyacht owner discuss the vital
		
ingredients that contribute to the ‘fun factor’ from a yacht ownership
		
point of view.
		Speakers: Espen Oeino and guest owner.
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FACE TO FACE MEETINGS
2pm > 5.15pm

Meetings face-to-face with selected specialists*.
CHARTER A SUPERYACHT
Covering different aspects of yacht charter as a charterer and owner: cruising
regulations, tax and customs, insurance, contracts and the role of the charter
broker & charter manager.
Speakers: Sophia Tutino, Sacha Williams.
BUILD OR BUY A SUPERYACHT
Key points to consider before and during a yacht purchase: finding a broker,
choosing a shipyard, negotiations, purchase and build contracts, finance,
surveyors, project teams, design, refits and refurbishment.
Speakers: Anouch Sedef, Richard Lambert, Federico Rossi.
TENDERS & TOYS, HAVE FUN ON A SUPERYACHT
Guidance on choosing tenders and water toys, plus specialist submarine and
helicopter integration and operation expertise.
Speakers: Louise Harrison, Richard Booth, Jonny Mutch.
OPERATE & MANAGE A SUPERYACHT
Understanding yacht management: Crew, safety, compliance, maintenance,
budgeting; flag, insurance, VAT, registration.
Speakers: Jo Assael, John Cook, Xavier Lamadrid, Glenn Weiss.

CLOSING COCKTAIL
5.15pm > 6.30pm

Monaco Yacht Summit closing cocktail

*as per September 18, 2018
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS
MYTH BUSTING
Challenging assumptions and addressing common misconceptions about the charter, purchase,
building, ownership and operation of superyachts.

Jaqueline Lyne

Jacqueline worked onboard superyachts for over 14 years as a chef, chief
stewardess and purser before starting a project management company for
large yacht construction projects in 2000. In 2007, she sold her company
to Edmiston and founded Edmiston Yacht Management which now has a
large, management fleet and has overseen the delivery of a number of new
construction and refit projects.

Dirk de Jong









A veteran professional in the marine industry Dirk has degrees in Naval
Architecture and Business Management. He joined Oceanco in 2010 as
Commercial Director and is dedicated to ensuring the company continues
to develop quality technology, while utilising state-of-the art building
practices.

Richard Lambert











Richard has a wealth of experience in the yachting industry having worked
across Europe and Asia for a number of well-known brands. He joined
Burgess in 2005 as Managing Director of OceanStyle their semi-custom
division before his appointment as Director of the M class division at
Princess Yachts in 2013. Richard returned to Burgess in 2014 to oversee
their operations in Asia and is now Director of Sales and Charter. Richard is
President of the YBDSA and a MYBA Board Member.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS
EXPERIENCE & EXPLORATION
From the Mediterranean to further afield, investigating destinations and activities that yachting
enables clients to access and enjoy.

Fiona Maureso





Fiona is one of the most senior and well-respected professionals in the
superyacht industry today with over 25 years’ experience as a charter
broker and manager. She joined Northrop & Johnson as Charter Director
in 2013 and heads up their office in Antibes. An active campaigner for best
practice, Fiona is a long-standing member of MYBA the Worldwide Yachting
Association and served as its President from 2014-2018.

Captain Richard Bridge





Richard has a background working on a variety of cargo and passenger
ships . He secured his first position on a superyacht taking command of the
126m MY Octopus for the final stages of the build. He went on to command
some of the largest yachts launched over the past 15 years, including the
115m Pelorus, the 162m Eclipse, the 96m Vava II, and the 138m Rising Sun.
During his time on superyachts he has planned expeditions and explored
the Indian Ocean, Indonesia, Australasia, South Pacific, Alaska, Patagonia
and Antarctica, as well as the more usual yachting destinations in the
Mediterranean and Caribbean.

Geordie Mackay-Lewis







Geordie served as a Captain in a British Army reconnaissance regiment and
prior to founding PELORUS he spent a number of years as MD of a highend adventure travel company. Geordie is a fellow of the Royal Geographic
Society, a winter mountain leader, advanced diver, paragliding pilot and skydiver. He has planned and led numerous adventures and yacht expeditions
around the world and has a passion for unearthing the lesser-known regions
of the planet.

Farouk Nefzi





Farouk has extensive experience in the superyacht industry having worked
with a range of companies including Vecom, Hiswa Holland Yachting Group,
Amserdam RAI and Fairpromotion, before joining Feadship as Marketing
& Brand director in 2013. Farouk has more than 25 years’ experience in
strategic disruptive marketing, branding, multi-million-dollar business &
consumer event organisation.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS
CASE STUDY I FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY
Using the case study of a recent new build project to highlight the yacht design and construction
process from initial inspiration to completion.

Mark Cavendish









Mark joined Heesen in 2008, before becoming sales and marketing director
in 2013 bringing more than 35 years of industry experience to the role.
Following an early stint in the merchant navy, he spent six years as a broker
for Halsey Marine, before starting his own brokerage firm Cavendish White
in 1999. His other senior management roles include six years as sales and
marketing director for Benetti, before joining Heesen.

Jim Evans

Jim has been a yacht broker for over 15 years in addition to having experience as an owner’s representative in commercial shipping in the oil and
gas sector. In 2008 he founded SuperYachtsMonaco an all service yachting
company specializing in the sale and purchase, charter, management and
construction of large yachts.

Ben Harrison





Born in the UK, Ben grew up on the River Dart in Devon. He studied
architecture at Newcastle University before starting his yacht design career
in London in 2000. Having sailed since the age of 5 and coming from an
architectural family background, Ben has combined these two passions in
yacht design.

Stuart King













Stuart is a partner of Technical Marine UK, a consultancy providing professional,
personal and independent support to Owners constructing and refitting
large yachts. Following a number of years sailing professionally, he qualified
as a Naval Architect in 1994 and spent the first twelve years of his career
working for various Shipyards. Since 2006 he has been involved in Owners
Representation and Technical Consultancy across Europe. Following
projects from conception to delivery, he has extensive experience working
with some of the largest and most complex projects in yacht building, from
gas turbine motor yachts to J-Class sailing yachts.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS
OWNER INTERVIEW
Yacht designer Espen Oeino and a superyacht owner discuss the vital ingredients that contribute
to the ‘fun factor’ from a yacht ownership point of view.

ESPEN OEINO
& GUEST OWNER









Espen is a Norwegian born Naval Architect
who graduated from the faculty of Naval Architecture and Offshore engineering at the University of
Strathclyde in Glasgow. He founded Espen Oeino International in 1994, now one of the leading designers of large
superyachts with over 45 yachts designed and delivered by
the team in Monaco.

photo ©Guillaume Plisson
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FACE TO FACE MEETINGS
CHARTER A SUPERYACHT
Yacht charters adhere specific rules via a charter agreement which legally binds the yacht owner,
the central agent, the charterer and the charter broker. From owner’s perspective, the selection of
their central agent is crucial in the promotion of the yacht for charter. Topics discussed will include
cruising regulations, tax and customs implications, and insurance aspects to carry out commercial
operations. From the charterer’s perspective, the charter agreement will be explored as well as the
role of the charter broker and general charter principles.

EXPERTS4Sophia Tutino, Sacha Williams
Sophia Tutino
Sophia has over a decade of experience in yachting in both charter retail and
charter management. She has also worked for a private jet start up as Sales
Director and a private family office to promote their luxury developments in
the South of France and in London. She returned to the yachting industry
last November as a Global Charter Business Development Manager.

Sacha Williams
After a decade in yachting Sacha manages the Charter Marketing department with a team of 10 based in Monaco and Fort Lauderdale and a fleet
of over 60 charter yachts. Her first-hand experience at sea, combined with
her previous management role means Sacha brings a genuine and trusted
wealth of knowledge and expertise to clients.
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FACE TO FACE MEETINGS
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
INTRODUCTION TO CHARTER
1.

What do you expect when chartering a yacht?

2.

What is a charter?

3.

What is the MYBA Agreement?
CHARTERING FROM THE OWNER’S PERSPECTIVE

1.

Why is a charter contract “or agreement” required?

2.

What are the obligations for the owner and the charterer?

3.

Why is there a limit of 12 guests on board a “commercial” charter yacht?

4.

What is the role played by the broker and the stakeholder?

5.

What determines the split of the charter fees?

6.

What are the customs implications for the charter?

7.

What are the tax implications for charter? Is charter activity subject to VAT?

8.

What is the impact for the owner?

9.

What insurance is needed for a charter yacht and for charterers?

10. What is the difference between a “privately” registered yacht and
a “commercially” registered yacht?
11.

What are the pros and cons for commercial operations?

12.

Should I charter my yacht?

13.

How do I turn my “private” yacht into a “commercial” yacht?

14.

What are the upcoming EU regulations?
CHARTERING FROM THE CHARTERER’S PERSPECTIVE

1.

Who is in charge and responsible on board the yacht?

2.

What is the real goal of the charter?

3.

How to choose a charter broker?

4.

What do you want in a yacht?

5.

How is the cost split between the charter rate and commission?

6.

What is included in the charter rate?

7.

What are the tax implications for the charterer?

8.

What is the Charter Preference Sheet?

9.

Do I tip the crew?
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FACE TO FACE MEETINGS
BUILD OR BUY A SUPERYACHT
If you are considering (or charged with) the responsibility of buying or building a superyacht,
what do you really need to know before you make the decision? This workshop will highlight the
experience of a potential yacht owner, providing unbiased insight and guidance to determine what
independent advice is required for the purchase or build process.

EXPERTS4Anouch Sedef, Richard Lambert, Federico Rossi





Anouch Sedef
Anouch is a Superyacht Lawyer and partner at Meyer Avocats, a boutique
law firm specialised in Business Aviation and Superyachts and has over 10
years’ experience in the superyachts industry. Anouch handles all superyacht
matters including new build, sale and purchase, crew matters, registration,
legal matters relating to the operations of the superyacht, disputes and
resolution.











Richard Lambert
Richard has a wealth of experience in the yachting industry having worked
across Europe and Asia for a number of well-known brands. He joined
Burgess in 2005 as Managing Director of OceanStyle their semi-custom
division before his appointment as Director of the M class division at
Princess Yachts in 2013. Richard returned to Burgess in 2014 to oversee
their operations in Asia and is now Director of Sales and Charter. Richard is
President of the YBDSA and a MYBA Board Member.









Federico Rossi
Federico was born in Viareggio, Italy to a family of artisans. His father
Claudio and uncle Paride were natives of the Tuscan seaside town where
they established a reputation for high-quality shipbuilding in the 1980’s.
Federico joined the Rossi Shipyard in 1998 to manage the Pisa production
unit. Federico went on to oversee the yacht construction arm of the business
and is now COO.
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FACE TO FACE MEETINGS
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
1.

How do I find the right broker to help you find the right yacht?

2.

How do I decide whether to buy an existing yacht or build a new one?

3.

What should I be looking for onboard when I inspect a yacht?

4.

What impact does the ownership structure have on the sale of a yacht?

5.

How do I contract to purchase a yacht, what are the steps involved?

6.

Should I engage the services of a third party surveyor to examine a yacht and
conduct a sea trial prior to purchase?

7.

What should I be aware of if considering a refit after purchase?

8.

How do I choose a designer for a refit or new-build project?

9.

Do I need the advice of a lawyer, at what point should I engage one?

10. What do I need to have in place before commencing a build project?
11.

Should I have an owner representative and project management throughout
a new-build project?

12.

When should crew members join a build project?

13.

How long is the yacht build process?

14.

What are the major project milestones during a build?

15.

How do I check that the yacht corresponds to what was contracted for?

16.

What sort of warranty and after-sales support can I expect?

17.

What are the insurance requirements for buying or building a yacht?

18.

Can I secure finance for the purchase or construction of a yacht?
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FACE TO FACE MEETINGS
TENDERS & TOYS, HAVE FUN ON A SUPERYACHT
New to the 2018 MY SUMMIT program, our panel of experts are available to provide in-depth
insight and advice to you for selecting and integrating tenders, toys, helicopters and submersibles
from a yachting point of view. Learn about safety, operational and maintenance considerations
plus the impact of mothership choice and cruising area. Understand what these assets enable
clients to enjoy with real-world examples based on the experience of our speakers.

EXPERTS4Richard Booth, Louise Harrison, Jonny Mutch







Louise Harrison
A former yacht build, refit and technical project manager, Louise worked as
the owner’s representative for a submersible-carrying yacht build. In 2015
she was appointed Director of Sales and Marketing for US-based Triton
Submarines before starting Decent, a submarine consultancy in 2018.
Louise offers unique and expert advise on submersible types, operations,
safety, integration and the undersea experience.

Richard Booth
Richard heads up the yacht tender sales and oversees the project management of build projects for Superyacht Tenders & Toys. He has a background
as a yacht skipper and also working as a bosun onboard superyachts running a chase boat. He has worked at SYTT for over 3 years and has a vast
amount of expertise in yacht tenders, advising clients on the best ones
for their needs, negotiating contracts, specifying and overseeing the build
process.











Jonny Mutch
Jonny has 30 years’ experience as a maritime helicopter pilot for both the
British and French Navies and flying in support of a 150m+ superyacht. He
provides UK MCA accredited training to yacht crews and Captains and is
a specialist in Compliance and Flight Safety afloat. Johnny has managed
the integration of helicopter operations with yacht-based expeditions and
has significant experience in the procurement, management, costs and
ownership of yacht-based aircraft.
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FACE TO FACE MEETINGS
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
1.

What type of tenders should I have onboard eg RIB, beach-lander, limo, crew
tender?

2.

What are the advantages and disadvantages of building a custom tender
over a production model?

3.

What are the advantages of operating a dedicated wake/ski-boat on board?

4.

What are the main considerations when looking at operating a chase tender?

5.

Water-jets or stern drives; what are the pros and cons?

6.

What are the latest trends in yacht toys?

7.

Why are there differences in price between different types of tender,
submersible and helicopter?

8.

If I want to modify an existing yacht for new tenders, helicopter or submersible
operations, what are the major considerations?

9.

At which point should I plan the integration of tenders, submersibles and
helicopters for a yacht new build project?

10. What is the level of annual maintenance and operating expenditure?
11.

What level of after-sales support do I need?

12.

What licences and training do I or my crew need to operate tenders, toys,
submersibles and helicopters?

13.

What are the likely regulations to consider?

14.

Can I use a helicopter or submersible anywhere in the world?

15.

Can I charter my yacht with the use of the helipad or submersible for paying
guests?

16.

Are submersibles safe?

17.

What kinds of submersibles exist?

18.

Can I buy a submersible ‘off the shelf’?

19.

What can I do with my submersible?

20. What is the difference between operating helicopters from a private or
commercial vessel?
21.

Should I buy a helicopter or charter locally?

22. Can I use my helicopter by day and night?
23. What are the benefits of a helicopter with skids versus a helicopter with
wheels and vice versa?
24. Is a helicopter with 2 engines necessarily better than a helicopter with
1 engine?
25. Should I carry aviation fuel on my yacht?
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FACE TO FACE MEETINGS
OPERATE & MANAGE A SUPERYACHT
Focusing on the role of yacht managers; their role in safety, compliance, asset protection and cost
reduction. Learn about factors relevant to your management choices and how this impacts yacht
ownership and operation.

EXPERT4Jo Assael



Jo has worked in the large yacht industry since graduating as a naval
architect. He worked at the UK’s MCA as Principal for Marine Technology
before joining the Cayman Islands Shipping Registry (CISR) as their ‘Yacht
Code Specialist’ in 2012. In 2017, Jo was appointed as the chairman of the
International Standards Organisation (ISO) Sub-Committee on Large Yachts
(ISO TC8/SC12) and in 2018 joined Döhle Yachts as Technical director.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
1.

Why is yacht management needed?

2.

How is managing yachts different to other high value assets?

3.

How do I determine how the yacht should be managed?

4.

What are the management models to be considered?

5.

What should I look for in a yacht management company?

6.

Where do I begin if a yacht or yacht project becomes my responsibility?

7.

How do maritime regulations apply to yacht management?

8.

What is a safety management system, why is this important?

9.

How are annual operating costs calculated?

10. What should I consider when budgeting for the long term?
11.

What protections are there against liability?

12.

What happens in the event of a serious accident or incident?

13.

What is “planned” maintenance and why is it needed?

14.

Do I need insurance?

15.

Why does country of registration & flag matter?
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FACE TO FACE MEETINGS
CREW



Discussion on crew employment, including day-to-day crew management, crew selection as well
as the delicate task of working through disputes (and how to avoid them) plus employment
compliance regulations for both private and commercial yachts.
EXPERT4John Cook
In 2003, John formed the first company to offer employment services to
the yacht industry. He was part of the MCA’s Large Yacht Sub-Group and
instigated the PYA visit to the ILO offices in 2010 and worked with the
Seafarers International Research Centre at Cardiff University in drafting the
PYA qualitative survey for yacht crew. He is an ILO certified trainer of MLC
inspectors and regularly runs training sessions on yachts and for industry
companies.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
1.

What employment options are open to yacht owners?

2.

What competencies will the owning company need to employ crew?

3.

What issues are currently impacting crew employment?

4.

What factors must be considered when outsourcing crew employment?

5.

What does the employer of crew need to know?

6.

What role does the Captain play in employment matters?

7.

What about the P&I and crew medical insurance policies?

8.

What are the considerations for employing day-workers?

9.

What are the differences between full time and rotational crew contracts?

10. What types of ‘time off’ periods are crews entitled to?
11.

What happens if a crew member falls ill or is injured onboard or ashore?

12.

Is a crew member entitled to repatriation under any circumstances?

13.

What happens when the yacht is sold?

14.

How do training and day-to-day management tools play a part?

15.

What responsibilities do crew have in maintaining “onboard” dynamics?
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FACE TO FACE MEETINGS
TAXATION IN YACHTING
Exploring the implications of taxation and owning structure on yacht ownership and operation.

EXPERT4Xavier Lamadrid



Xavier has experience as a yacht manager and expertise in private banking,
family offices, aviation and tax. He has a detailed understanding of how
to match the needs of owners with yacht industry offerings. Xavier has
developed the MYA leasing ownership plan for large private vessels and
founded a storage business dedicated to the superyacht sector.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
1.

How do I choose an appropriate ownership structure?

2.

How does my nationality, activity and country of residence affect ownership?

3.

What are the tax implications for how a yacht is operated and owned?

4.

What is the difference between commercial and private ownership?

5.

What is the impact of recent changes in ownership structures?

6.

How can I use my yacht if it is available for others to charter?

7.

What restrictions in use should I be aware of?

8.

Can I cruise from one country to another country?

9.

How long can I stay in a particular area?

10. What happens if my yacht is inspected by customs, how should guests and
crew react?
11.

Does a yacht’s tax status transfer to a new owner after being sold?

22
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FACE TO FACE MEETINGS
REGULATIONS & LAW
Covering the legal aspects of yacht management, ownership and operation, including contractual
issues, privacy, confidentiality and dispute resolution.

EXPERT4Glenn Weiss
Glenn started as a deckhand onboard a sailing yacht before becoming a
corporate lawyer in New York City in the 1980’s. He is a legal consultant in
Monaco, managing partner of Bertoli & Weiss and director of Worth Avenue
Yachts Monaco. Glenn lectures on international business law, contracts and
negotiation at the International University of Monaco as well as being a
member of International Yacht Brokers Association (affiliate), Young Professionals in Yachting (honorary) and the Propeller Club.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
1.

When should I call a lawyer?

2.

Should I use standard form contracts?

3.

What should be included in contracts?

4.

How do I protect my privacy and confidentiality?

5.

How do I ensure there is no conflict of interest for crew, service providers,
suppliers and sub-contractors?

6.

How do I instill best practices onboard and ashore?

7.

What happens if there is an incident or accident onboard?

8.

What happens if there is a third-party claim against a yacht?

9.

What is port state control?

10. What is a maritime lien?
11.

What is the difference between arbitration and legal proceedings?
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YOUR MONACO YACHT SHOW

EXPERIENCE
STARTS HERE
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LE MÉRIDIEN BEACH PLAZA, SEA CLUB
22 AV. PRINCESSE GRACE, 98000 MONACO
8PM > 11.30PM
The ceremony will start at 8.30pm sharp & will be followed by a dining cocktail.
Dress Code: Cocktail attire

M Y S O F F IC IAL S P ONS OR

EV ENT SP ONSO R E D BY

SU P P O R T ED B Y
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THE 2018
MONACO YACHT SHOW
INAUGURAL GALA EVENT &
SUPERYACHT AWARDS
CEREMONY
We are delighted to invite you to the Monaco Yacht Show Inaugural Gala
Event & Superyacht Awards Ceremony. The awards ceremony will distinguish
the greatest superyachts that will make their world debut at the MYS. It will
be followed by a buffet dinner around the pool.

DATE, HOURS & LOCATION
Tuesday 25 September 2018
8pm > 11.30pm
Hôtel Le Méridien Beach Plaza, Sea Club Entrance
22 Av. Princesse Grace, Monaco

TIMING
8pm > 8.30pm
8.30pm sharp
From 9.15pm

Welcome drinks
The MYS Superyacht Awards Ceremony
Buffet dinner, drinks, music, entertainment

AWARDS
The MYS Rina Award
The MYS Best Interior Design Award
The MYS Best Exterior Design Award
The 2018 Mys Finest New Superyacht Award.

HOW TO ATTEND?
Please confirm your attendance to concierge@monacoyachtshow.mc
This invitation is nominative and non-transferable.
For security purpose, entrance will be admitted only for pre-registered guests.
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10.10am on Fifth Avenue.
N 40° 43’ 53.1’’ W 73° 59’ 49.1’’.

Freak Collection

OFFICIAL
SPONSOR
OFFICIAL
SPONSOR
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THE 2018
MONACO YACHT
SHOW
Discover the fascinating superyacht world in the iconic
Port Hercules of the Principality of Monaco.
Celebrate the quintessence of the superyacht lifestyle.
Enjoy the Monaco Yacht Show!
Every year, 120 extraordinary one-off superyachts are on
display, of which 40 new launches are unveiled in a worldwide debut. On docks, the MYS curates the showcase of a
selection of 580 leading companies in the industry.

DATE, HOURS & LOCATION
From Wednesday 26 to Saturday 29 September 2018
10am > 6.30pm Port Hercules, Principality of Monaco

HOW TO ACCESS?
Present your MYS badge at Parvis Piscine entrance.
Download the official MYS App.

THE 2018 MONACO YACHT SHOW
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UNDISCOVERED
To those who have sailed across the world,
there is one destination still waiting to be discovered.

Come and visit us at the Monaco Yacht Show at booths ALE1 and QH19.

www.redseacollection.sa
30
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D

ACCESS TO
THE VIP LOUNGE
Relax in the VIP lounge: located in the Upper Deck Lounge,
next the champagne bar.

DATE, HOURS & LOCATION

From Wednesday 26 to Saturday 29 September 2018
10am > 6.30pm Upper Deck Lounge, Parvis Piscine exhibition tent
Monaco Yacht Show, Port Hercules
Principality of Monaco

HOW TO ACCESS?

Present your Summit badge to the hostess at the entrance
of the VIP Lounge.

COMPLIMENTARY SERVICES

• Free Wifi
• Dedicated hostess and waiter
• Welcome glass of champagne by Lanson
• Depending upon the hour of the day: pastries, coffee, tea, champagne,
wine, finger food snacks
• From 3pm >6.30pm: relaxing personal care (back massage, manicure,
make-up) by 39 Monte-Carlo
Download the official MYS App.
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PRECIOUS

MOMENTS
Connectivity and Entertainment Designed to Enrich Time

During the Monaco Yacht Show, visit us at the PRIVA Lounge
WOK-A RESTAURANT | 18 ROUTE DE LA PISCINE
BY DARSE SUD SHOW TENT

32
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THE UPPER DECK LOUNGE
IN A DEMONSTRATION OF LOYALTY, SUPPORT AND TRUST, THE TOP-NOTCH PARTNERS
OF THE UPPER DECK LOUNGE SHOWCASE THEIR KNOW-HOW & REFINED PRODUCTS.

ULYSSE NARDIN

Official Sponsor of the Monaco Yacht Show for the 10th consecutive year,
Ulysse Nardin put on display its annual Monaco limited edition watch series and launch
its world tour exhibition.

AQUN

A unique jewel that combines craftsmanship with technical innovation developed by JSI,
a new born company and the yacht designer Germán Mani Frers.

DASSAULT

The aeronautical constructor Dassault Aviation present their emblematic range of versatile and
high-performance Falcon jets. Since the rollout of the first Falcon 20 in 1963, over 2,500 Falcon
jets have been delivered in 90 countries.

GLYN PETER MACHIN

Glyn Peter Machin, designer of handmade super-yacht furniture, present its Adorn collection:
exquisite limited edition and bespoke accessories, encompassing refined traditional crafts and
artisan excellence.

PAOLA LENTI

Paola Lenti is recognized worldwide for the innovative and original imprint that the company
has given to its products; its collections comprise rugs, seating and architectural structures,
which are marked by a timeless design, high functionality and aesthetics.

PRECIOSA



Top manufacturer of dazzling lighting objects, unveil its maritime collection of innovative lighting
for luxury yachts from spectacular chandeliers, wall lights and decorative lamps, to floor and
furniture inlays and inspiring solutions for columns and balustrades. Imagine a glass of champagne
that can brighten your day. Stop by Preciosa and experience an illuminating surprise!

PROTECTSTONE®

A German manufacturer specialising in traditional wood and stone that unveil their brand new
technical solution to cover high-quality natural stone and reduce weight on board mega yachts.

SABRINA MONTE-CARLO

Sabrina Monte-Carlo supplies luxury brands in furniture, lighting, linen, decorative objects and
tableware but also offers a fully customized interior design services, rigorous order follow-up,
careful delivery and installation.
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RESTAURANTS
WHILST
IN MONACO

INTERNATIONAL RESTAURANTS
- Maya Bay T +377 97 70 74 67
- Maya Jah T +377 99 99 49 49

UPPER DECK LOUNGE

OFFICIAL RESTAURANT
PARVIS PISCINE EXHIBITION TENT
Monaco Yacht Show

ITALIAN & MEDITTERANEAN
CUISINE BRASSERIE
RESTAURANTS

STARBOARD SNACK BAR LOUNGE

- Le Cafe De Paris T +377 98 06 76 23

QUAI ANTOINE IER EXHIBITION AREA
Monaco Yacht Show

FISH RESTAURANT
- Le Crazy Fish T +377 99 99 25 50

MEAT RESTAURANTS
- Le Beef Bar T +377 97 77 09 29

GASTRONOMIC RESTAURANTS

MEDITERRANEAN GOURMET
RESTAURANTS

- Elsa Restaurant Hôtel Monte-Carlo Beach, Monaco
T +377 98 06 50 05

- Le Blue Bay Monte-Carlo Bay Hôtel, Monaco
+377 98 06 03 60

- Joël Robuchon Hôtel Metropole, Monaco
T +377 93 15 15 10

- Le Grill, by Ducasse Hôtel de Paris, Monaco
T +377 98 06 88 88

- Le Louis XV, Alain Ducasse Hôtel de Paris, Monaco
T +377 98 06 88 64

- L’Intempo Hôtel Meridien, Monaco
T +377 93 15 78 88

- Le Vistamar Hôtel Hermitage, Monaco
T +377 98 06 98 98

- L’Horizon Deck Hôtel Fairmont, Monaco
T +377 93 15 48 39

- Odyssey Restaurant Hôtel Metropole, Monaco
T +377 93 15 15 56

- Nikki Beach Hôtel Fairmont, Monaco
T + 377 93 50 65 00
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USEFUL
INFORMATION
2018
MONACO YACHT SHOW
27 > 30 September 2018
10am > 6.30pm
Port Hercules, Principality of Monaco
www.monacoyachtshow.com

2018 MONACO YACHT SUMMIT
Tuesday 25 September 2018
12pm > 6.30pm
Sea Club, Hôtel Le Méridien Beach Plaza
22 Av. Princesse Grace, 98000 Monaco
Principality of Monaco

2018 MYS INAUGURAL GALA EVENT &
SUPERYACHT AWARDS CEREMONY
Tuesday 25 September 2018
8pm > 11.30pm
Sea Club, Hôtel Le Méridien Beach Plaza
22 Av. Princesse Grace, 98000 Monaco
Principality of Monaco

CONTACTS

concierge@monacoyachtshow.mc
Download the official MYS App.
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GRATITUDE
Thank you to our 2018 MONACO YACHT SUMMIT partners & speakers.

MYS 2018 OFFICIAL SPONSOR

SUPPORTED BY
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